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Abstract. We report coincidence measurements of frustrated double ionization of
argon atoms with a reaction microscope. Experimental results show electron trap- ping
process during double ionization has a clear transition from the nonsequential to the
sequential regime.

1 Introduction
The strong field double ionization in atoms and molecules may happen sequentially through
directly removing two electrons one after another by the laser field, or nonsequentially,
where the first electron releases the second one by re-colliding with the parent ion [1]. After
ionization, a fraction of electrons with near zero kinetic energies can be trapped into highlying Rydberg states with binding energies extending from a fraction of an eV to values of
µeV near the ionization threshold [2]. Frustrated double ionization (FDI), which is refereed
to such electron trapping process, has been previously investigated for diatomic molecules
(including dimers) using Coulomb-explosion imaging technique [3, 4]. In this submission,
we report kinematically complete measurements of frustrated double ionization of argon
atoms with a reaction microscope.

2 Experiments and results

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic view of the experimental setup to achieve the three-body coincidence detection.
(b) Measured photo-electron-photo-ion coincidence distribution with the lines representing the
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correlated signal of electrons and ions from the dc field or BBR ionization.

In the measurements with the reaction microscope [5] we achieved three-body coincidence
detection of two electrons and their parent ion produced from the interaction of argon
atoms with strong laser pulses. After the strong-field interaction, one (first) electron is
removed through strong-field ionization and the other electron is populated to a high-lying
Rydberg state. During the flight of the excited ion (Ar+*) to the detector, the spectrometer
field (with strength of a few V/cm, which is applied to guide the charged particles to the
detectors) or black-body radiation (BBR) further ionizes the highly excited ion and the
Rydberg electron is detached. In recent studies, we demonstrated the coincidence detection
of Rydberg electrons with ionization induced by the spectrometer field and BBR in the
case of single ionization [6, 7]. The experimental setup and the correlated signals of
Rydberg electrons with their parent ions (Ar2+), which are represented as a long parabolic
curve in the photo-electron-photo-ion coincidence (PEPICO) distribution, are shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 (a) Yields of the measured Rydberg electrons from Ar* (blue circles) and Ar+* (red squares)
over the emission time. (b) The ratios of trapping probability between the single and double
ionization processes as a function of laser peak intensity. The blue dashed line is a fitting curve to
guide the eyes.

By normalizing the BBR signal ratio between the Rydberg electrons from Ar* and Ar+*
respecting the ratio between the signal of strong-field single and double ionization as a
function of laser peak intensity, we found that the trapping probability during double
ionization is more than one order of magnitude higher than that during single ionization
and the ratio between the two probabilities increases with increasing laser intensity, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). With the measured time-of-flight and position information of Rydberg
electrons and Ar2+, we retrieved the emission time of the Rydberg electron (after the laser
interaction) and the momentum vector of Ar+* produced during strong-field interaction.
Since electron momentum distributions contain temporal information of the released
electron, we compared electron momentum distributions of frustrated double ionization
with strong-field double ionization as a function of laser peak intensity. Electron
momentum distributions show that electron trapping dynamics of frustrated double
ionization has a clear transition from the non-sequential to sequential double ionization
regime. Our results further indicate that in the sequential double ionization regime the
trapping process is dominated by the second detached electron because of its smaller
quantum diffusion as compared to the first electron. In the nonsequential double ionization
regime we find that the trapping probability is strongly suppressed as compared to that in
the sequential double ionization regime. We attribute this to the strong correlation between
the two electrons which results in momentum distributions offset from zero.
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